WE HOLD A VISION WHICH INSPIRES AND TRANSFORMS.

Undertaking the Award has been a boon to individuals, their communities, and helped young people in this period of COVID. As one Bronze participant, Manny shared, “Anyone involved with the youth community has noted there is a problem with motivation. No one has motivation. It has been easy to click snooze and miss advisory period, a class, or school. The Award fills that void of motivation, so you actually have accountability for what you are doing. There is a reason to get up and go to class or do your activities.” The Award spurs development of a leadership mindset. It augments activities already underway and inspires new. The Award is a credential helpful to all undertaking its rigors, especially those from disinvested communities and marginalized groups. And in this year of continued challenge, the Award is global building connections and forging bonds to raise up voices from this next generation.

THE AWARD IS RELEVANT.

Long term implications from the past year-and-a-half remain to be seen. So far, young people are among those experiencing the greatest impact. It has never been more important to invest in our young people, to help ensure they are ready to face the challenging and changing times ahead. The pandemic has had devastating effects on education, mental health, personal development and career prospects for young Americans. Surveys conducted a year into the pandemic have shown that the Award is the right resource to help young people thrive.

CHAMPIONING INFINITE POTENTIAL IN YOUNG PEOPLE AND FOSTERING OPPORTUNITIES.

As a global advocate for young people’s well-being, employability, leadership skills, and connection to community, and as a member of the Big Six – the six biggest youth agencies worldwide – the Award co-led the Global Youth Mobilization in 2021. This movement of young people taking action aims to address the negative impact the pandemic has had on young people. Early accomplishments include grants awarded directly to young people, a global summit, and the United Nations Unlock Declaration focused on prioritizing the needs and input of the next and future generations within the international system. Also new in 2021 was our Spotlight series, launched with the International Award Foundation, to create youth-led thought leadership spaces for global discussions on topics concerning this generation: climate action, mental health, equity in access to the outdoors, and employment.

In the United States of America, Award USA is powered by adult mentors and young people across the country. As a 501(c)3 organization headquartered in Chicago that empowers young Americans, Award USA is sustained by American individuals, foundations and corporations, working towards building tomorrow’s inclusive leaders.

HELP US CHAMPION YOUNG PEOPLE’S INFINITE POTENTIAL.

Nichelle S. Carr
Board Chair

Buffy Higgins-Beard
CEO

*North American Award data / **UK D of E Award Scheme survey
THANKS TO OUR 2020-2021 SUPPORTERS

BRONZE LEVEL DONORS
$1,000 - $9,999
Josephine and Scott Adair
Kathleen and Charles Brophy
Nicelle Carr
Josh Chou
Marilyn and John Connelly
Daughters of the British Empire in the USA
Robert Deans
Kathleen and Jim DiBiase
Richard Gregg*
Elizabeth Higgins-Beard and Gregory Beard
Pamela and James Hill
Hourglass Wine
Caroline and Kirk James
Kim and Elliott Katz Fund
Amber and Dan Kennedy
Ziv Lalich
Todd Macumber
Jessica Mezzacappa
Jessica Mezzacappa Family Fund
Ryan Ruskin and Michael Andrews
The David Minkin Foundation
Debbie and Andy Webster
Mark M. Welter Foundation

GOLD LEVEL DONORS
$25,000 - $99,999
Alexandra and Richard Gulliver*
Salesforce

SILVER LEVEL DONORS
$10,000 - $24,999
Hellman & Friedman
Legal and General*
Moet Hennessy
Muriel F. Siebert Foundation
Krista and Rich Finda

PLATINUM CIRCLE
Gifts in 3 years exceed $150,000
CNA*
James Dicke II*
HUB International*

LEGACY DONORS
Gifts through end of life vehicles
Joan M. and Derek J. Benham

FRIENDS OF THE AWARD
Pro bono goods or services
Black Feather Whiskey
Board Source
CNA
Dr. Ruth Westheimer
FEW Spirits
Fortuna Capitol Advisors
Hourglass Wine
HUB International
Moet Hennessy
Morrison & Foerster
Ruskin Packaging
Sidley Austin
The Royal Household Golf Club
Vinum Cellars
West City One Studio

AWARD CONTRIBUTORS
Up to $999
Alex-Handrah Aime
Julia Atkin
Wendy and Stephen Ban
Megan Barchesi
Eduardo Braniff
Karen Brenes
Connie Brohman
Joanne Brooks
Bross Bulley Charitable Fund
Matt Burnham
Stephanie and Kell Cannon
Shirley Carr
Ann Cirinesi
Drs. Gail Hewitt-Clarke and Michael Clarke
Dr. Shera Grant-Clarke and Maj. David Clarke CVO
Robert Crawford
Denise Crayne
Kelly Cutrone
John Danielson
Elizabeth Dell
Emily Dell
Alma Derrick
Lisa Dietlin
George Fatheree
Lisa Gifford
Jennifer and Dr. Joseph Hancock
Dr. Patrick Higgins
Arthur Horowitz
Stacy Horth-Neubert and Aaron Neubert
Alexandra Hoyle
Sandia Jackson
Laura and Jim Jensen
Tracy Jensen
Michael Laidlaw

DONATE TODAY

usaward.org/support/donate

If you prefer to donate by mail, a remittance envelope has been included

* Award Champions – Indicates a 3-year annual pledge at the Bronze, Silver, Gold, or Platinum level